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About This Game

The forces of evil have settled on the continent. Again ! Only a few cities have been able to stay out of the control of the Dark
Knight.

A chosen has been elected to find a way to defeat him. No luck, it's you (again!) Who have been appointed.

To achieve this feat, you will need to:

travel the different regions by foot, by boat or teleporting

fight monsters

explore dungeons, towers and caves
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discover the last free cities

find the essential ingredients to make magic potions

complete quests

solve puzzles

The gold and experience gained will allow you to

increase your combat power

develop your magic abilities to cast awesome spells

buy more and more effective weapons and protections

acquire new skills

make potions

A sequel of the famous Xploquest game, Xploquest 2 is a tiled based role-playing game based on the exploration and
management of your character, which takes place in an open world.

Are you ready to get started in the world of Xploquest ?
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Title: Xploquest 2
Genre: Adventure, RPG
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Jean-Sébastien Nouveau
Publisher:
33 Production
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English,French,German,Arabic,Japanese,Russian
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xploquest 2

Here is a let's play!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG7K-AsDAFg. I came back to this game after almost a year away and it is still a laggy,
unoptimised mess.. Why you should buy this:
The visuals and music alone are worth the meager asking price.

The review:
You don't really get to know Kira (the only character besides you) very much during the short 30-45 minute story and the
ending, while it seemed rather rushed, was quite emotional for me. You do get a few choices during the story which will
ultimately determine whether you get ending 1 or 2, but they don't really change the rest of the story much. All in all, its a good
visual novel that maybe needs to let the pictures do more of the storytelling and increase character depth with a little more
dialogue and little less poetry. If you want a lengthy and heartwarming VN, look elsewhere. If you want a short, emotional little
trip, pick this one up.. very nice.. just short.. can't wait for episode 2
. aaaaaa scary! dude this game si f**cking terifying im going to diner party and pony is like "hahaah im evil pony" then all my
friends die!!!! i almost sh*t my pans this is the scarest game ive ever played 10/10. It took me a while to be fond of this game as
I played it years ago and while my rig met the minimum requirements (almost reached the recommended ones) it had a hard
time running Crysis on it properly. There were numerous glitches, audio issues and frequent CTDs.

But you know what? Putting the technical difficulties aside this is a damn fine game! You play Nomad, a special forces soldier
who wears a so-called nanosuit. The story takes place in the future and the objective is to find out what happened on the island
previously seized by Koreans.

While you traverse through the deep jungle and small settlements you notice two things: the game is stunningly beautiful (there
was a reason for the high system reqs) and that by hiding-shooting you cannot eliminate your foes. You need to utilise your
nanosuit.

You can bring up a special menu and select from various abilities. Speed makes you faster, Strength allows you to melee your
foes or throw bigger objects and Stealth makes you invisible. All drain your energy bar (which will refill automatically, but
slowly) and I do not have to mention that Stealth is the most exciting and most useful among all. Oh, yes, there's a 4th power
enabling you to take more damage.

Enemy AI is great - they respond to the noises, work in squads and will try to find you even if you are invisible. On greater
difficulty settings they speak Korean so you do not understand what commands they give to one another.

Occasionally, the game throws in some scripted cutscenes - these look good and also interesting. By looking at the pictures on
the store page one can guess what they'll find (and what the army was really looking into), but let's not spoil it here.

Crysis is a stunningly beautiful game (even today considering it's more than 5 years old) and makes for an interesting, action-
packed ride.

WARNING: This review is based on playing the game on a 32-bit operating system. As per the feedbacks on the store page and
amongst the discussions people detail further issues when it comes to 64-bit systems. I understand there is a workaround which
has been tried and found good, still, this is just to let you know that before the purchase you should look into this.. A while back
I played the demo and I really enjoyed it. The music is fantastic, controls felt like they were on the way to being perfected and I
was eager to see more. I purchased the game, but I somehow find the controls worse now. I find the kick move incredibly
unreliable and I end up dying more often than I find myself hitting enemies. The only problem I have with the game so far is the
controls, they just feel awkward. Otherwise, the game is a brilliant and charming retro inspired platformer.. Me before I bought
this game:
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Me after I bought this game:
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丶 ￣ _人'彡ﾉ. Amazing game. I wish they had made more. Maybe WW1?. 39 original scores for a cricket catching game.

39\/39 would buy again.
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quot;you shall not pass!". I'm just putting in a review to say that this seems to be loading fine for me on an Oculus Rift + Touch.
There's no teleportation, so you need a pretty large space. And the system requirements aren't a joke -- it was extreme jittery for
me until I went to the options and switched it from high resolution (GTX 1080 recommended) to standard. Also, it seems to be
one of those games that doesn't have a quit button. But so far (I've only really just started) it's very pretty and the environment is
beautifully rendered.. This game could be nice with a little more work. The worst part is the controls. They can be configure in a
screen before opening the game, and in another one in the game. Both are incomplete (no "Revert to default button"???), and
they're not even working together. As a result, they're doing everything except what I want to in the menus and while I play the
game. I wrote to support, they replied they've tested three controllers, nothing else that could help. I replied and I never heard
about them since then. It's a pity, 'cause I really wanted to finish this game. Now, I'm just going to uninstall it and forget about
it.. That was.....a game....I think?. It is not even worth $2.99. It is that terrible. In fact, I'm even surprised it got on Steam. Sure
it's fun for 5 minutes but it gets glitchy every time and I'm confused about the gameplay. This is more or less a browser flash
game more than a good Steam game.

P.S. It gave me cancer. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). YAYYYYYYYYYYYYY!  Ok, wasn't that hard.

100% Achievement? Yes, within 5 mins.
Bought in a bundle sale?  Yes.
Content? Just 10 levels for achievements. There is a survival mode for those interested to play longer.
Music & Sound? *Yawn*
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